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The presentation will begin at 10 am CST
• Please mute your computer or phone
• Please turn off your cameras to save bandwidth
• Questions will be answered at the end of the presentation
• Use the chat box for questions
• Please complete the surveys that will be emailed after the 

presentation
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Center for Government Contracting

(210) 458-2458http://cgc.txsbdc.org/

Secure Small Business Wi-Fi

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning and welcome to the Cybersecurity for Small Business, Secure Small Business Wi-Fi session. This course was designed to give small businesses a some best practices for creating, or maintaining, a secure business wi-fi network. Before we jump into it, let me start off by telling you a little bit about myself, the SBDC, and CGC…



Your Host

Troy Richardson
Business Development Specialist

UTSA SBDC CGC
Troy.Richardson@utsa.edu

- Air Force Veteran
- DoD Civilian Retiree
- Former Small Business Owner
- Cybersecurity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the standard slides…..we’re just going to click through them since we’ve already viewed them twice.

mailto:Susannah.munro@utsa.edu


UTSA IED

• The UTSA Institute for Economic Development (IED) provides 
ongoing:

• Consulting
• Training
• Technical research and information services in tandem with 

University-based assets and resources, and other state, 
federal and local agencies, to facilitate economic, 
community, and business development throughout the 79 
Counties of South Texas and the Border Region plus 
Oklahoma and Louisiana.

• www.iedtexas.org

http://www.iedtexas.org/


Our Service Areas

• San Antonio
• Alpine
• Austin
• Corpus Christi
• Eagle Pass

• El Paso
• Laredo
• Rio Grande Valley
• San Angelo
• Victoria

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If outside of the 79 county network….contact your local SBDC. If they don’t have a specialist for the assistance you are seeking, such as cybersecurity, then they can refer your business to me and I would then be able to further assist you.



Our Services

Services provided…

One on One 
Counseling

Trainings, Town Halls & 
Networking Events



CGC Staff

TEXAS CYBERSECURITY COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
{Position in the process of being filled}
Victor Malloy, Project Manager

EMPLOYER SERVICES / SMALL BUSINESS EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
Deirdre Pattillo, Project Manager

CYBERSECURITY FOR SMALL BUSINESS
Troy Richardson, Business Development Specialist

SBDC COVID BUSINESS RECOVERY ACCELERATOR
Jaime Martinez, Sr. Project Manager
Susannah Munro, Sr. Business Development Specialist
Nestor Astorga, Sr. Business Development Specialist

SUPPORT STAFF
Clara Chavez, Training Coordinator
Maria Holloway, Web Specialist
Eileen Teves, Marketing Coordinator
Nathan Aguilar, Graphic Designer
Rose Marie Reyes, Administrative Associate
Norma Gomez, Administrative Associate

Terri Williams, Associate Regional Director

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Texas Cybersecurity Compliance ProgramA collaboration with the IED, UTSA Center for Infrastructure Assurance and Security (CIAS) and SBDCs throughout the state of Texas to provide the Texas Cybersecurity Compliance Program (TCCP). This was the pre-cursor to the CMMC courses but it only covered NIST 800-171 controls. Employer Services / Small Business Emergency PreparednessProvides direct assistance to small business employers in the areas of employment practices, regulatory compliance, job site safety, drug-free workplace, and effective HR managementAssist small businesses with preparing for disasters, business interruptions and being ready for anythingCybersecurity for Small BusinessesProvides awareness through training, one-on-one assistance with the cybersecurity action plan development and implementation working with other UTSA specialty centers on cybersecurityCOVID Business Recovery AcceleratorAssisting small businesses in the area of COVID business recovery. Questions about PPP or EIDL, this is the place to go. 



How to become 
a client…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is probably the most important slide of all the introduction slides. This is how you become a client of the SBDC; and why wouldn’t you want to?!?!? The majority of our offerings and services are at NO cost to you. We are your trusted business advisors without the cost! The great thing about the SBDC is if you have an issue or a question that we don’t have an answer for, we have an entire network across the US that we can tap in to.There’s two ways to become a client: fill out the fillable 641 form that is pictured on the left and submit it to me or any SBDC advisor via email. OR, you can submit your information online, which is pictured on the right. The link for the downloadable form and web-based form are in the chat.Become a SBDC Client, Downloadable Form – https://cgc.txsbdc.org/download/4343/ Become a SBDC Client, Website Form - https://utsa.ecenterdirect.com/signup?centerid=44Okay, let’s go over our agenda for today.



 Why Secure Your Business Wi-Fi
 Ten Secure Wi-Fi Practices
 Resources
 Q&A
 Upcoming Events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s our agenda for today. 



https://cgc.txsbdc.org/download/4188/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The presentation is based off an infographic, Ten Tips to Secure Small Business Wi-Fi, that we published earlier this year. The infographic is just a quick reference card to help remind businesses of what they should be doing to secure their business wi-fi network. That infographic can be downloaded at the URL listed on the slide, which can be found in the chat as well. We’re going to cover all 10 of the tips individually. Let’s start with number 1…..



Why secure Wi-Fi?

• Protect business data
• Protect customer / client information

• Compliance (PCI-DSS, HIPAA, CMMC, etc.)
• Maintain control over the network

• Reputation / Credibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, let’s talk about why this is important to your business.The need and convenience of a business WiFi network make it an essential service for most organizations these days. Unfortunately, many small businesses lack the necessary resources and cyber skills needed to secure their network properly. That can be a big problem because an unsecured network leaves the business vulnerable to attacks from hackers who want to steal valuable company data or customer information. Compounding the problem, hackers are increasingly targeting small businesses.Business wireless networks are relatively easy to set up, but they require more security than the average home network. Your business data is critical to your company’s profitability and viability, and you must take care to protect it from outside attacks, as well as internal vulnerabilities.Listed here on the slide are the main reasons why you want to secure your business wi-fi network.



Change Default 
Settings

• Default Username & Password
• SSID

• Disable WPS
• Disable UPnP

• Disable Remote Administration
• Close any unnecessary ports and services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First up, Change Default Settings. All hardware come with some form of default or baseline settings. The problem with default settings is they are configured for quick deployment and ease of use. They are not set with security as the primary goal. Another problem with default settings is that they apply to every each device that is manufactured. Those default settings are then published in manuals and on the internet which makes it easier for cyber criminals to research and find critical information out about that device.SSID stands for Service Set IDentifier and that is your network's name. We’ll cover SSIDs when we cover tip number 4!WPS is Wi-Fi Protected Setup and it is a network security standard to create a secure wireless network. A major security flaw was revealed in 2011 that affects wireless routers with the WPS PIN feature, which most recent models have enabled by default. The flaw allows a remote attacker to recover the WPS PIN in a few hours with a brute-force attack and, with utilizing the WPS PIN, discover the network's WPA/WPA2 pre-shared key (PSK). We’ll talk more about encryption in the next tip.UPnP (Universal Plug and Play) is a set of networking protocols that permits networked devices, such as personal computers, printers, Internet gateways, Wi-Fi access points and mobile devices to seamlessly discover each other's presence on the network and establish functional network services. UPnP becomes an issue if a connected device is infected with malware, as it can spread to your local devices.And you want to disable remote administration of your wi-fi network. Having to have physical access to administer the network makes it less accessible to those that don’t have physical access. The less accessible it is to administer it, the smaller your pool of cyber criminals that you have to defend against!The last thing you want to do, and requires a little more technical knowledge, is to disable any unnecessary ports and services. Think of a router as a check point in a roadway. If you leave the default ports and services open, it would be like allowing all types of vehicles to travel on the road. But not all vehicles should be allowed on the roadway so you want to put a check point to turn away any unwelcome vehicles in both directions. Again, be careful when turning off ports and services as you may negatively impact your business operations if you turn off needed ports or services.



Enable Strong 
Encryption

No Encryption
WEP
WPA

WPA2-TKIP
WPA2-AES (CCMP)

WPA2-Enterprise
WPA3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With any wireless network, you want information you send to be protected from unauthorized access. Encryption is the process of encoding messages or information so that only authorized parties can read it. Encryption does not of itself prevent interception, but denies the message content to the interceptor.Wireless encryption secures your wireless network with an authentication protocol. It requires a password or network key when a user or device tries to connect. If your wireless network isn't secure, unauthorized users could access your network and obtain business or personal information or use your internet connection for malicious or illegal activity.The list on the left are typical encryption methods that you may encounter on a Wi-Fi network. WPA2, technically, includes two security standards, TKIP and CCMP. For our purposes, TKIP bad, CCMP good. For whatever reason, only computer techies refer to CCMP as CCMP. Most people refer to it as AES.No encryption, means all the traffic is passed back and forth in the clear. If a user does not have to input a password or key to get on a Wi-Fi network, then there is no encryption being utilized to protect the information being passed on that network. That’s why you may have heard to use a VPN when connected to an open or guest network. That VPN will encrypt the traffic for you that is coming from or to your machine.WEP is weak. The original encryption protocol developed for wireless networks. WEP was designed to provide the same level of security as wired networks. However, WEP has many well known security flaws, is difficult to configure, and can be easily infiltrated. It only takes a few minutes to break into a WEP network using modern hacking tools in conjunction with an appropriate wireless network adapter.Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) was introduced as an interim security enhancement over WEP while the WPA2 wireless security standard was being developed. Most current WPA implementations use a preshared key (PSK), commonly referred to as WPA Personal, and the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) for encryption. WPA was doomed from the outset. Despite featuring much stronger public key encryption, using 256-bit WPA-PSK (Pre-Shared Key), WPA still contained a string of vulnerabilities it inherited from the older WEP standard. WPA2 officially superseded WPA in 2006. WPA2 introduced the Counter Cipher Mode with Block Chaining Message Authentication Code Protocol (or CCMP, for a much shorter version!) to replace the now vulnerable TKIP. TKIP remains part of the WPA2 standard as a fall back as well as to offer functionality for WPA-only devices. WPA2 Enterprise is the same as WPA2, the main difference between these security modes is in the authentication stage. WPA2 Enterprise uses enterprise-grade authentication. WPA2 Personal uses pre-shared keys (PSK) and is designed for home use. However, WPA2 Enterprise is specifically designed for use in organizations. WPA2 Personal is easier to deploy but WPA Enterprise eliminates the security risks of shared passwords.WPA3 was released in 2018. The most significant additions to the new security protocol are greater protection for simple passwords, individualized encryption for personal and open networks, and even more secure encryption for enterprise networks.



Utilize Separate 
Wi-Fi Networks

Based on:
1. Information sensitivity

2. Risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This practice is almost a must. Segregate your types of information onto separate networks! The most common approach to this is having one Wi-Fi business operations network and one guest network. The business operations network is where the actual business operations take place. This is your most sensitive information and it needs to be protected as such. The guest wi-fi network is the network where your employees and customers or clients can connect to. The only real difference between these two networks is the business network has a more robust pass key or password and it is not known by many. The guest network will either be open, not recommended but sometimes necessary, or have a shared pass key or password that is known by many.The reason why you want your non-business devices on their own network is because you don’t know what vulnerabilities they bring along with them. Although your business is a cybersecurity superstar and your devices have been locked down and secured, your employee or guest devices are not controlled or monitored by you so you have no idea what malicious code or activity they may introduce onto your network. By keeping those devices on their own separate network, you protect your business information and devices from possibly being infected by those non-secure devices or activity.Another practice that is being utilized more and more is the introduction of a third network and that one is strictly for just Internet of Things (IoT) devices. IoT devices include things like: smart thermostats, security cameras, automation, smart devices such as Alexa or Google, and so much more. They are afforded their own network, not because of the information transmitted, but because of the risk involved with those devices. That risk, or vulnerability, is how often those devices are updated or patched. Think about how many times your computer asks to reboot to apply updates. How many times has your smart thermostat or security cameras wanted to reboot to apply a patch? Probably never but there is probably an update out there if you’ve had them for a while. IoT devices, at least the updating and patching of those devices, are a more manual process; there’s generally no notification that an update needs to be made. Therefore, they are often forgotten about and not updated regularly. This poses a HUGE security risk! IoT devices are one of the biggest source of vulnerabilities today and that’s just going to increase as we see more devices introduced into the market. Therefore, you may not want those devices onto your business network where those vulnerabilities could be used to exploit your business information and network as a whole.The best, and most secure, way to set up multiple networks is to use multiple wi-fi routers with an independent firewall protecting and service each network. There are a few approaches when it comes to setting up a separate WiFi network:Set up two completely different networks.Using one router, set up a guest network.Use two separate routers.Use a WiFi management tool to set up a separate network.



Be SSID Smart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take an example and find out why SSIDs can be a risk. On the left of the slide is a list of SSIDs. We’re going to focus on the top two: TP-Link_1224 and DECORIUM. �The problem with having a SSID that identifies the manufacturer of your router is that you make it much easier for a cyber criminal to find the default settings and known vulnerabilities for that hardware. Most manufacturers publish those defaults on their web pages such as the picture from TP-LINK on the right. You may not be able to see it, but in this example, the manufacturer tells users what the default admin IP address is in Step 1 and what the default login is for their routers in step 2.For the second SSID, DECORIUM, we’ll assume that’s a business name. This is better than leaving it as a manufacturer SSID but to be even more secure, name your operational Wi-Fi network something random. A random SSID is less tempting than a business name SSID. Let’s pretend for a second that you are a renowned Wi-Fi cyber hacker. What is more tempting to you: the SSID MainStreetFinancial or an SSID of X32LM3? The first!Another practice you can employ, is to HIDE your SSID in the router settings! However, just because the SSID is hidden doesn’t mean the network is hidden. The only thing this does is prevent the SSID from being broadcast out. Think of a hand shake. If you have your hand out, if I have an SSID broadcasting, my hand is extended out to yours. If I hide my SSID, my hand isn’t extended but it’s still there to be found by you. A hidden SSID can still be found but it is one way that reduces your attack area.If your ISP provides your router for you, more than likely you’re going to have a default SSID that is common to that ISP. Again, change that default! If your SSID is MySpectrumWiFi-9b-2g or ATT54321 or has a common naming convention, all a cyber criminal has to do is look up the type of equipment they use and then research for known vulnerabilities. You make their task of hacking your network easy.



Update, Update, Update

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping your devices up to date is a key part of how to stay digitally healthy, think of it as a vaccination against known illnesses. It helps keeps the digital sick from the internet away from your business; it is not 100% perfect but is needed to reduce your overall risk.Keeping your WIFI router up to date with the latest firmware and security patches, is a critical part of cybersecurity. Keeping your WIFI router up to date, will help protect your business, employees, and customers from cyber-attacks, while connected to your business Wi-Fi.The part of your WIFI router that needs to be updated is called Firmware. Firmware is the software that runs your WIFI router.Some WIFI routers have built-in firmware updating capabilities; check your manufacturer’s website. For those of you without built-in updates, or who do not yet have them configured, you will have to do this manually. How to do it will vary by manufacturer, so again, check their website for instructions. Better yet, most modern routers do this automatically; get rid of your old one and purchase a new one that will update automatically.



Location, Location, Location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Location of your Wi-Fi access points is an important consideration for two main reasons: 1. reliable signal and 2. security.The picture on the left is of a Wi-Fi site survey. A Wi-Fi site survey will tell you where access points should be located in your business to ensure the best coverage. But it goes beyond that. Perhaps beyond the walls of your business. You don’t want your Wi-Fi signal to bleed out 100 feet from your business! If it does, then people, including cyber criminals, can then access that signal, from say a car or a van, and do nefarious things. The good thing about Wi-Fi is that it’s a very common technology. You don’t’ have to spend any money to do a wi-fi site survey. There are apps that you can download to your smartphone that will allow you to do your own site survey and they are not complicated.DoD story.The picture on the right is about security. Your access points need to be secured where they can only be physically accessed by those that need access. We’ll cover that in more detail in the next slide…..



Manage Access

Physical AND
Logical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve touched on physical access control, but let’s look at it a little more in detail. Your Wi-Fi router, along with the rest of your network components such as servers, firewalls, external storage, etc., should only be accessible to those that need access to it. You can secure your network components by: placing them in a lockable, access restricted, server room or closet. Or, if that’s not possible, at a minimum, put them in a lockable network cabinet such as the one pictured on the left. It can be just any type of lockable container because those components need air circulation! If you do use a lockable cabinet, keep a minimum amount of keys for that cabinet.The reason why you want to control physical access to the router is to limit opportunities for someone to do nefarious actions. Having physical access to a port on a wi-fi router can allow them to execute malicious code that could compromise your network and your information.Logical access to a wi-fi network is similar in nature to access to your entire network. Utilize authentication and authorization rules to say who can be on the wi-fi network and what they can do on that wi-fi network. Utilize either whitelists or blacklists to allow or deny connection (devices) and traffic types (web filter). These access rules will help to keep your business wi-fi network and information secure.For example, let’s say you don’t implement any type of traffic type rules for your guest network. And you haven’t done a site survey so your guest Wi-Fi network bleeds out to your parking lot. Every day, after school, a local teenager comes and parks his car in your lot and enjoys a shake and burger. But while he’s doing that, he’s also downloading pirated software utilizing your guest network. He’s then selling that pirated software at deep discounts. But, poor Johnny gets caught and he spills the beans. You may also be held liable since it was your network the he used to conduct his illegal activities!



Configure Properly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As with cooking a dinner, there's no "right" way to install a router, and every model is likely to have its own unique steps, depending on its features. Because of this, trying to describe every possible configuration path here would be exhausting and pointless. Consult your routers manual, manufacturers website, or IT professional for assistance.We’ve talked about some of the settings already such as SSID but there are many, many more options that you want to configure to ensure your router is secure and that it is tuned to provide the best performance for your business.Routers should not be treated as plug and play devices!!



Be Aware

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The “father of the infomercial,” Ron Popeil, coined the phrase “Set it and forget it!” If you’ve ever struggled with insomnia you’ve likely seen Ron on TV late at night selling rotisserie ovens and encouraging the live studio audience to chant with him: “Set it and forget it!” The catchphrase helped Mr. Popeil move over two billion dollars worth of product, but may not be helping you in your pursuit of having a secure business wi-fi network.Threats change. Vulnerabilities are discovered. Risks are uncovered. Environments change. Technology changes. And even the way you operate your business changes and that could impact if what you were doing previously to secure your Wi-Fi network is sufficient for the way you currently do business. For example, you may have introduced iPads into your business for your employees or customers to use. Now you have reduced bandwidth on your network and your employees or guests may be tempted to connect to a nearby open network to speed up the operation of those devices. Instead, change your settings on your Wi-Fi router to increase the allotted bandwidth and prioritize those devices.The greatest source of change, and to make you aware, are the logs that are created by your wi-fi router! Have someone who has the skills to read the logs review them frequently to identify deficiencies, vulnerabilities, or ways to improve the secure operation of the wi-fi network. The type of traffic traversing your network and access attempts should be two of the main categories of log data that you should be reviewing. Even in small environments, routers can produce a huge number of event messages. About 80% of the event messages, however, are created with  ordinary traffic. For example, making a new connection from one machine to another can produce more logs in a single second than you can follow. So, collecting and centralizing log messages is key. The best way to get around this is to aggregate your logs, so you can easily analyze and search logs when you need them. One possibility is to use syslog for sending all the logs from routers and other devices to a centralized log management tool. A log management tool will cut through the unnecessary noise in your logs and find the information that is of most importance to you and your business.



Wi-Fi Scheduling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The "Wireless Schedule" in your modem's Wireless Setup allows you to set days and times that your WiFi network turns off automatically. With SSID scheduling, you can schedule your network to broadcast within the operating hours of your business and not broadcast when your business is closed. When you leave your business, what are some of the steps you do every day? Shut the windows and lock the doors at a minimum! Why do we do this? To secure our business and make it non-accessible during non-business hours. Now you can do the same thing digitally by scheduling when your Wi-Fi is on and operational. This lessens the timeframe that your network is exposed to attacks.And that, is the final tip of the ten that we are going to cover. Of course, there are other things you can do, but generally those can be a little more technical and you can discuss those with whomever handles your IT.



Wi-Fi Alliance
SBDCNet Small Business Cybersecurity

UTSA SBDC Center for Government Contracting
Your SBDC Advisor!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some additional resources for Wi-Fi and cybersecurity for your small business. Links to all these resources are in the chat for your use.The UTSA SBDC CGC Cybersecurity for Small Business web page (https://cgc.txsbdc.org/cybersecurity-for-small-business/) has a lot of resources as well. Not only will you find this presentation, but you can download previous presentations in either video or PDF format. There are also other resources on the webpage that will help your business with its cyber security hygiene.�I will put the links to all these resources in the chat for you.





Upcoming CGC 
Webinars/Events

SBA – 8a Business Development Program
May 20th | 10:00 – 11: 00 AM | No Cost

Texas Rural Challenge
July 13th & 14th | No Cost

https://cgc.txsbdc.org/training/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SBA – 8A https://utsa.ecenterdirect.com/events/32678TRC - https://utsa.ecenterdirect.com/events/32315

https://cgc.txsbdc.org/training/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Texas Rural Challenge features a wide range of best practices, collaboration opportunities, and ‘how-to’ learning experiences aimed at putting big ideas into practice. The Texas Rural Challenge focuses on business and economic development, community development, and rural issues, with presentations and workshops by top innovators and change agents from across state and federal agencies and the private sector.This year, our theme will be ‘The Road to Resiliency’ which we thought was fitting after the historic year that everyone just endured. The primary objective of TRC 2021 is to provide rural small businesses and governments with the information and resources available to them to survive and thrive during (and after) the pandemic.Although the focus is on rural businesses and communities, there will be a lot of valuable information and resources available to all businesses and anyone can attend!TRC - https://utsa.ecenterdirect.com/events/32315



Building the Texas Economy
One Business At a Time

UTSA SBDC 
Center for Government Contracting

https://cgc.txsbdc.org
(210) 458-2458

Each program within the Institute is funded through various state and federal programs, 

and respective service areas differ according to that particular program's mission.
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